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1) If my child is booked onto an afterschool club which starts at 3.30pm but their 

collection time is earlier, what happens to my child in the meantime? 

If there is a gap between collection time and the start of a club your child will stay in 

their classroom until 3.30pm.  Years 1 & 2 will get changed in class and be collected 

by a club staff member and Years 3 – 6 will meet the club staff on the field and 

change in the huts (as would usually be the case). 

 

2) I am a childminder and the children I look after have different drop off and collection 

times, what do I do? 

We appreciate this is inconvenient but unfortunately we cannot alter the timings as 

we have to allocate the times to accommodate families, which is the fairest way. 

 

3) If my child has CP Soccer club, do they need to wear their football kit all day? 

No. Children can bring a football kit into school and get changed at the end of the 

day. They will be returning home in their football kit and will be bringing home their 

uniform too, so there will be no bag of kit left at school overnight.   

 

4) My child needs to be dropped off to school after 9am, will the parking regulations be 

in place? 

We have been in contact with the Hillingdon Parking Enforcement Team who are 

currently looking at the parking restrictions around schools during the Covid-19 

period.  They are making a borough wide decision currently, so for now we will have 

to assume parking restrictions remain in place.  Once we receive notification of any 

changes we will let you know immediately. 

 

5) Your recent letter states only one adult can drop off and collect, does that mean 

younger siblings cannot be present? 

Younger siblings can be present at drop off and pick up.  It is just the number of adults 

coming into contact with each other that is the issue, hence we are reducing the 

number of adults accessing the school site. 

 

6) Will Nursery hours be altered too and will Nursery parents be allowed to take their 

child to class? 

Nursery drop off times are the same as the rest of the school and by surname 

alphabetically.  Nursery parents will be advised of their collection times if they are 

attending morning Nursery only.  Unfortunately for the time being parents will be 

unable to ‘stay and play’ etc. Members of Nursery staff will be on hand at the doors 

to receive your child on their arrival. 

 

7) In Winter can my child wear their Glebe sweatshirt over their PE Kit? 

In a change to recent communication children should wear a hoodie, preferably a 

Glebe hoodie, rather than their Glebe sweatshirt.   

 

 


